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Washington’s Objective is to “Split up Syria”: U.S.
Establishes Air Force Base in Northern Syria In
Violation of International Law
Undermining the Political and Territorial Integrity of Syria
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“The truth about creating this pirate base on Syrian territory (1 base is nearly finished and
another military-civilian base is under construction) is that the U.S. is in practice already
splitting the political and territorial integrity of Syria.”

Judging from what the Kurdish Agency BasNews and Reuters are reporting (below are the
reports), de facto the United States, in violation of international law governing relations
among nations,  under  the  excuse  of  fighting  Daesh  (their  creation)  have  occupied  part  of
the  territory  of  a  sovereign  state  ,  Syria,  without  any  mandate  by  Damascus,  offering
coverage even for some survivor factions of the so called ‘Free Syrian Army’, a jihadi gang
undercover and allied under the table with al-Nusra Front.
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The truth about creating this pirate base on Syrian territory is that the US is in practice
already splitting the political and territorial integrity of Syria, making a completely illegal
action, outside of any international mandate, within a project we can define a prerequisite
for the Saudi-Qatari pipelines to Turkey and Europe.

In this context, with the sanctions laid down by the U.S. against the neighboring (to Europe)
Russia, Europe will become increasingly dependent and enslaved to the dictatorial regimes
of the Gulf and to the Turkish blackmails.
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In this way, Europe not only participates as an accomplice of  the
horrendous crimes committed against  the Syrian people,  but also commits masochistic
action, against its own interests. Not only because of the acquisition of oil more expensive
and of  poor  quality,  but  also because increasing the migratory flow towards the European
boundaries, because of population fleeing where the control by terrorist gangs strengthens
and expands.

Will be Europe able to understand that if Syria falls, the one we know today, multi-ethnic
and multi-religious under the presidency of Bashar al-Assad, even the very existence of the
old continent, as we know it today, with its history, traditions and culture, will be soon put
into question?
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